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Abstract
This thesis encloses quantum chemical calculations and applications of a response function
formalism recently implemented within the framework of density functional theory. The
optical and magnetic properties of copper(II) molecular systems are the main goal of this
work. In this work, the visible and near-infrared electronic transitions, which have shown
a key role in studies on electronic structure and structure-function relationships of copper
compounds, were investigated in order to explore the correlation of the positions and intensities of these transitions with the geometrical structures and their molecular distortions. The
evaluation of solvent eﬀects on the absorption spectra were successfully achieved, providing
accurate and inedit computational insight of these eﬀects for copper(II) complexes. Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) parameters, that is, the electronic g tensor and the
hyperﬁne coupling constants, are powerful spectroscopic properties for investigating paramagnetic systems and were thoroughly analysed in this work in diﬀerent molecular systems.
Relativistic corrections generated by spin-orbit interactions or by scalar relativistic eﬀects
were taken into account in all calculations. In addition, we have designed a methodology
for accurate evaluation of the electronic g tensors and hyperﬁne coupling tensors as well as
for evaluation of solvent eﬀects on these properties. It is found that this methodology is
able to provide reliable and accurate results for EPR parameters of copper(II) molecular
systems. The spin polarization eﬀects on EPR parameters of square planar copper(II) complexes were also considered, showing that these eﬀects give rise to signiﬁcant contributions
to the hyperﬁne coupling tensor, whereas the electronic g tensor of these complexes are
only marginally aﬀected by these eﬀects. The evaluation of the leading-order relativistic
corrections to the electronic g tensors of molecules with a doublet ground state has been
also taken into account in this work. As a ﬁrst application of the theory, the electronic
g tensors of dihalogen anion radicals X−
2 (X=F, Cl, Br, I) have been investigated and the
obtained results indicate that the spin–orbit interaction is responsible for the parallel component of the g tensor shift, while both the leading-order scalar relativistic and spin–orbit
corrections are of minor importance for the perpendicular component of the g tensor in
these molecules since they eﬀectively cancel each other. Overall, both optical and magnetic
results show quantitative agreements with experiments, indicating that the methodologies
employed form a practical way in study of copper(II) molecular systems including those of
biological importance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Copper molecular complexes have attracted increasing interest in chemistry and biochemistry due to their importance in biological systems.1, 2 A broad range of chemical processes,
including electron transfer, reversible dioxygen binding and nitrogen oxide transformations,
is mediated by copper ions in active sites of protein and enzymes.2–4 The copper centers
play a key role in several catalytic processes such as methane hydroxylation and dioxygen
activation.2, 4, 5 Approximately one-half of all known protein crystal structures in the protein
data banks contains metal ion cofactors, which are essential for charge neutralization, structures and functions.6 Among the non-heme metalloproteins, those containing copper are
one of the most studied groups. Thorough knowledge of the electronic structure of copper
systems is essential for understanding their stability, reactivity and function-structure relationships.7, 8 In this regard, spectroscopy techniques are most important tools in elucidating
the electronic and molecular structure of matter and they can provide useful and valuable
information in studies of copper compounds and also in design of proteins with speciﬁc,
predictable structures and functions.9, 10
The optical absorption and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopies have a
prominent position in investigations of the electronic environment of copper systems.12–16
Copper(II) complexes manifest the so-called Jahn-Teller distortion with d9 electronic conﬁguration of the metal cation with one unpaired electron and a nuclear spin 3/2. This
distortion causes the lability and plasticity of copper(II) compounds and leads to various
coordination arrangements and extremely fast ligand exchange reactions.17 A thoroughgoing analysis of optical and magnetic parameters can give rise to important information
about the local structure of the metal element and the densities of paramagnetic centers.18
While the d → d electronic transitions are extremely sensitive indicators of the d9 conﬁguration of copper(II) complexes, the total spin multiplicity of the ground state, the ligand-ﬁeld
1
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strength and the covalency of the metal-ligand chemical bonds, the electronic g tensor and
hyperﬁne coupling constants are parameters that are all strongly dependent on the coordination environment of the transition metal ion.11, 16 In particular, the EPR technique is
quite selective in studies of active sites of proteins and enzymes, which contain metal ions
in open-shell conﬁgurations. The active site is responsible for the paramagnetism while
the remaining part of these systems is diamagnetic and therefore EPR silent. The EPR
measurements, in this case, yield not only information about the geometric structure of the
active site under investigation but are also sensitive to the details of its electronic structure,
thus providing an experimental means of studying the electronic contribution to reactivity
of copper systems.11
The analysis of experimental optical and magnetic spectra is diﬃcult to accomplish in most
cases.19–21 Measurements are usually carried out in solution or solid phases. The absorption
spectra are not well resolved in isotropic media and the alignment of molecules in the unit
cell of crystal compounds is, in some cases, unfavorable for polarization measurements.19, 20
Magnetic resonance experiments often show signiﬁcant broadening of spectra due to the
low symmetry of the molecular systems investigated and the diﬀerent types of interactions
(dipolar, exchange, etc) in paramagnetic systems. Furthermore, the extraction of useful
information from spectra is a non-trivial task. Several means can be used to improve the
resolution of powder EPR spectra and to increase the signal to noise ratio. For instance,
the registration in a wide range of temperatures at diﬀerent microwave power levels and the
use of isotopes with non-zero nuclear spin.21 Ligand-ﬁeld theory and its variants like the
angular overlap model have provided a standard qualitative picture for analysing optical
and magnetic spectra of the divalent copper complexes.22 While these approaches are semiempirical in nature, they provide a most convenient framework in which experiments can
be expressed and summarized.
The evaluation of optical and magnetic resonance parameters by quantum chemistry methods oﬀers a possibility to reliably connect the optical and EPR spectra to geometrical and
electronic molecular structure, with the help of spectral parameters.11 Quantum chemical
theory has matured to an extent that it can signiﬁcantly enhance the information that can
be extracted from spectra, thereby widening the interpretative and analytical power of the
respective spectroscopic methods.23 However, the application of rigorous ﬁrst-principles
approaches to transition metal electronic and magnetic spectra has been found to be surprisingly diﬃcult, at least compared to the success that ab initio quantum chemistry has for
a long time enjoyed in organic and main group chemistry.24 During the past 10-15 years,
signiﬁcant progress has been made in the ﬁeld of transition metal quantum chemical approaches.15, 16 This is, ﬁrst of all, due to the success of density functional theory (DFT).
Recent advances of DFT, together with the enormous increase in available computer power,
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have allowed applications to transition metal compounds of signiﬁcant size even on low-cost
personal computers.25 Furthermore, relativistic eﬀects, which are of substantial magnitude
for metal systems can be dealt with in studies that aim at high accuracy. DFT methods can
be applied to the calculation of excitation spectra within the linear response formalism.26
Among a variety of DFT methods available for the evaluation of the electronic g tensors
and hyperﬁne coupling constants, the approaches based on the restricted Kohn-Sham formalism clearly stand out as the most suitable ones for investigations of transition metal
compounds, since they allow to avoid the spin contamination common in methods based on
the unrestricted Kohn-Sham formalism.27, 28 In addition, the spin-orbit contribution, which
is the most important contribution, especially for EPR parameters, can be evaluated when
transition metals are taken into account.
This thesis concerns applications of recently developed and implemented DFT methods for
the evaluation of spin Hamiltonian parameters and optical spectra in copper complexes.
The introductory chapters present an overview of diﬀerent approaches employed in this
work. These chapters intend to provide a general view about the formalism and advantages
and disadvantages of methodologies employed in this thesis. Chapter 2 is concerned with a
general view of the electronic absorption spectrum. In chapter 3, the basic fundamentals of
EPR properties will be described, while in chapter 4 a short background is presented about
the development of DFT methods employed in this work to compute the EPR parameters.
The chapter V is dedicated to the computational tools which were used in this work to
determine the absorption spectra and magnetic properties of copper compounds. The ﬁnal
chapter presents a survey of results obtained in this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Electronic Absorption Spectroscopy
The absorption spectrum of a chemical species is a display of the fractional amount of radiation absorbed at each frequency (or wavelength) as a function of frequency (or wavelength).
When a molecule interacts with an external electromagnetic ﬁeld at proper frequency, it
absorbs the energy and is transfered into an excited state. An electric dipole transition
with the absorption of radiation can only occur between certain pairs of energy levels. The
restrictions deﬁning the pairs of energy levels between which such transitions can occur are
called electron dipole selection rules.29 These rules, which can be explained in terms of
symmetry of the wave-functions, are true only in the ﬁrst approximation. The forbidden
transitions are often observed, but give rise to much less intense absorption than allowed
transitions.
The transition probability for the one-photon absorption can be evaluated by the oscillator
strength. If a molecular system transits from an initial state i to a ﬁnal state f after
absorbing a photon, then the oscillator strength is,
2
Wif = h̄ωif µ2if ,
3

(2.1)

ˆ|Ψf i is the corresponding electric tranwhere h̄ωif is the transition energy and ~µif = hΨi |~µ
sition dipole moment.
For an allowed electronic transition |~µif | =
6 0 and the symmetry requirement for this is
Γ(Ψi ) × Γ(~µ) × Γ(Ψf ) = A,

(2.2)

for a transition between non-degenerated states. The symbol A stands for the totally symmetric species of the point group concerned. In a general case, the product of ground and
excited states should have the same symmetry, at least, of one of components of the tran5
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sition moment operator. This is the general selection rule for a transition between two
electronic states.
In particular, the selection rules governing transitions between electronic energy levels of
transition metal complexes are: (1) ∆S = 0, the spin rule; and (2) ∆l = +/- 1, the orbital
rule (Laporte). The ﬁrst rule says that allowed transitions must involve the promotion of
electrons without a change in their spin. The second rule says that if the molecule has a
center of symmetry, transitions within a given set of p or d orbitals (i.e. those which only
involve a redistribution of electrons within a given sub-shell) are forbidden. The relaxation
of these rules can, however, occur through spin-orbit coupling, which gives rise to weak spin
forbidden bands, or by means of vibronic coupling. Finally, π-acceptor and π-donor ligands
can mix with the d-orbitals so that transitions are no longer purely d − d.
Regarding the mono-nuclear coordination compounds, ﬁve types of electronic transitions
have been found to take place: (1) d − d transitions which involve an electronic excitation
within the partially ﬁlled d-orbitals of metal ions. These transitions fall into the visible and
near infrared region of the spectrum and are very good indicators of the dn conﬁguration
of the complexes; (2) the ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT) transitions that occur
from ﬁlled ligand based orbitals to the partially occupied metal d-shell. In most cases these
transitions fall into the visible region of the spectrum if the oxidation state of the metal
is high and the coordinating ligands are ”soft” in the chemical sense; (3) metal-to-ligand
charge transfer (MLCT) transitions which involve promotion of electrons from mainly metal
d-based orbitals to low lying empty ligand orbitals. Such transitions are typically observed
in the visible region of the spectrum if the oxidation state of the metal is low and the ligand
contains low-lying empty π ∗ -orbitals; (4) intra-ligand transitions which involve electronic
excitations between mainly ligand based orbitals on the same ligand, and, (5) ligand-toligand charge transfer transitions in which an electron is moved from one ligand to another
in the excited state.30 The present work will be conﬁned exclusively to the ﬁrst type of
electronic transitions. The interpretation of d − d spectra has been a domain of ligand-ﬁeld
theory (LFT)22 and its variants like the angular overlap model31 for a long time. A brief
view of the crystal- and ligand-ﬁeld theory will be presented in the next section.

2.1

Crystal and Ligand-Field theory

Crystal-ﬁeld theory, which was ﬁrstly proposed by Hans Bethe in 1929,32 is often used to
interpret chemical bonds and to assign electronic spectra of coordination metal complexes.
This theory is based strictly on the electrostatic interaction between ligands and metal ions.
Subsequent modiﬁcations, which were suggested after 1935 by Van Vleck,33 include the
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covalent character in chemical interactions. The modiﬁed versions are known as ligand-ﬁeld
theory.31 During 20 years, these theories were applied exclusively to solid state physics, and
only after 1950, chemists started to use these theories in studies of metal complexes.
In crystal and ligand-ﬁeld theories, the ligands are considered as negative charge points,
which interact with the electrons of the ﬁve d-orbitals of the transition metal. In the
absence of magnetic interaction, the d-orbitals are degenerate in energy, but when the ligands
get symmetrically closer to the metal ion, the degeneracy is totally or partially removed,
resulting in an energetic separation of orbitals, which corresponds to the essence of these
theories. In the particular case of six point charges arranged octahedrally on the cartesian
axes, the ﬁve d-orbitals are perturbed and must be classiﬁed according to the Oh point
group. In this case, as shown in Fig. 2.1 (a), the set of ﬁve d-orbitals are diﬀerently aﬀected
by the presence of ligands, breaking down into doubly degenerate eg orbitals (dx2 −y2 and
dz2 ), and a triply degenerate set of orbitals ( dxy , dxz and dyz ), which transform according
to the t2g irreducible representation of the symmetry point group. Since the dz2 and dx2 −y2
orbitals have much of their electron density along the metal ligand bonds, their electrons
experience more repulsion by the ligand electrons than those in the dxy , dxz and dyz orbitals.
The result is that the eg orbitals are pushed up in energy while the t2g orbitals are pushed
down. The energy diﬀerence between these sets of orbitals is deﬁned by the ∆o parameter,
denominated by 10Dq. This amount is typically such that promotion of an electron from
the t2g to the eg orbital leads to an absorption in the visible region of the spectrum.
Additional molecular distortions can occur in an octahedral complex. For instance, the
tetrahedral distortion, which occurs in the presence of a ligand-ﬁeld where the axial ligands
along the z axis are moved away from metal ion (See Fig. 2.1 (b)). This distortion is often
expected to take place in copper(II) complexes as it is favored by the Jahn-Teller eﬀect
which stabilizes the total energy of the molecular system. The Jahn-Teller eﬀect is the
well-known E ⊗ e problem,17 which occurs in non-linear systems where an unpaired electron
is localized in degenerate orbitals. The tetrahedral distortion takes place to decrease the
molecular symmetry and also to remove the degeneracy of orbitals, thus causing the energetic stabilization of the system. In tetragonally distorted systems, the d-orbitals with z
component are stabilized in energy when axial ligands get further to the metal ion, resulting
in splittings of the d-orbital as observed in Fig. 2.1 (b). The determination of the orbital
splittings, which is a matter of particular interest, can a priori be obtained through the
experimental spectrum. However, the poor resolution usually observed in an isotropic spectra does not allow for an accurate determination of these parameters. Quantum chemistry
calculations arise, therefore, as a useful and robust tool to provide information about the
splittings of d−d orbitals and hence the degree of molecular distortion associated with these
parameters.

8
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Figure 2.1: Splitting of d-orbitals in diﬀerent ligand-ﬁelds.

Chapter 3
Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), also known as electron spin resonance (ESR) (and
electron magnetic resonance (EMR)), is a branch of magnetic resonance spectroscopy which
deals with paramagnetic ions or molecules (or occasionally atoms, or ”centers” in non molecular solids) with at least one unpaired electron spin. A molecule with a net electronic spin
diﬀerent from zero has an associated magnetic moment, which will interact with a magnetic
ﬁeld applied. The result of this interaction, for a state with the spin angular momentum S
= 1/2, is a splitting (Zeeman eﬀect) of the two spin states, corresponding to the spin Ms =
± 1/2, by a an amount proportional to the ﬁeld strength as shown in Fig. 3.1. Typical EPR
experiments detect the conditions under which a molecule undergoes transitions between
these levels caused by a high-frequency oscillating magnetic ﬁeld perpendicular to the steady
ﬁeld. When the resonance condition is met (red line in Fig. 3.1), energy absorption occurs,
giving rise to the spectrum reported in the lower part of the ﬁgure Fig. 3.1. The frequencies
at which the magnetic transitions occur give information about the separations between the
quantized levels and can be interpreted in terms of the electronic structure of the system under study.34, 35 Furthermore, important physical and chemical properties of a given system
can be obtained by analysing magnetic transitions since many of the spin-dependent properties of a paramagnetic molecule are determined by its spin density distribution, which in
turn gives information about the molecular structure. Several molecules have ground states
or accessible excited states in which S 6= 0. Consequently, they can be observed by EPR in
the gas phase, solid, liquid or trapped in relatively inert matrices.
Due to the high electron magnetic moments, the transition frequencies are correspondingly
high. In a magnetic induction of 1 T, the frequency is 28 GHz which lies in the microwave
range with characteristic relaxation time τ = 10−4 − 10−8 s. The large magnetic moment of
the electron and the high frequencies required lead to higher sensitivities in electron than in
9
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Figure 3.1: Splitting of magnetic levels.

nuclear resonance. The magnetic energy levels probed by EPR spectroscopy, which suﬀer
a variety of electrostatic and magnetic interactions, are in general quite complex and very
small diﬀerences (< 1 cm−1 , 10−5 eV) are usually observed, much smaller than chemically
relevant energy diﬀerences (≈ 0.1 eV). The EPR spectrum of a paramagnetic center may
thus be quite complex, exhibiting a larger number of lines. To interpret the spectra, one
needs to take many small interactions into account. Because of the complexity of this task,
the EPR spectra are parametrized in terms of an eﬀective spin Hamiltonian, which contains
some parameters that are adjustable to experiments.34, 35, 38 The eﬀective spin Hamiltonian is
an important intermediate in the interpretation of most ESR experiments and is essentially
a model which allows experimental data to be summarized in terms of a rather limited
number of parameters.
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3.1

The EPR spin Hamiltonian

The spin Hamiltonian can be conceptually described by eﬀective operators acting on eﬀective spin state functions to divulged state energies, thus conveniently and intuitively relating
observed peaks to their physical origin. Spin Hamiltonians are essential to understanding
experimental magnetic spectroscopy, providing a formalism in which spectral data are systematically gathered. Equally, spin Hamiltonians are important to the theoretical development of quantum mechanical methods concerning resonance eﬀects. However, the eﬀective
spin Hamiltonians should not be confused with quantum mechanical spin Hamiltonians.
The expressions for experimental data and theoretical predictions are often not similar to
each other, reﬂecting the diﬀerent means by which quantiﬁcation of the Hamiltonian is accomplished. While the quantum spin Hamiltonian entails a set of ”quantum mechanical”
operators, representing relevant physical eﬀects which aﬀect the transition energies, the
eﬀective spin Hamiltonians are composed of parametric matrices ﬁtted to observed data,
which describe the relationship between the system’s state variables and its experimentally
observed transitions. Nevertheless, both forms do represent identical physical eﬀects and
thus have a one-to-one correspondence.23, 36
The spin Hamiltonian approach contains operators for eﬀective spin and magnetic interaction parameters, which occur in sets commonly called tensors, although some of them
may not actually transform properly as tensors. Only static phenomena, which consist in
determination of transition energies, and the corresponding line intensities and amplitudes,
are taken into account in the spin Hamiltonian approach. 34, 38 The following form of the
EPR spin Hamiltonian is often employed,
ĤESR = µB S · g · B +

X
N

S · AN · IN + S · D · S

(3.1)

where S is the eﬀective electronic spin operator, µB is the Bohr magneton, B is the external
magnetic ﬁeld, IN is the spin operator of nucleus N , D is the zero-ﬁeld splitting tensor, g
is the electronic g tensor and A is the hyperﬁne coupling tensor.
The ﬁrst term in Eq. 3.1 details the so-called electronic Zeeman eﬀect that describes the
coupling between the eﬀective electronic spin moment and the static magnetic ﬁeld. It
governs the position of peaks (or split peak patterns) within EPR spectra. The electronic
g tensor describes the inﬂuence on the unpaired electron spin density by the local chemical
environment, which is quantiﬁed by the observed deviations from the free-electron g-factor,
ge (2.00231930). The second term represents a tensor coupling of the two angular momentum
vectors and the A parameter is denominated as the hyperﬁne coupling tensor. The source
of this splitting is the magnetic interaction between the electron and nuclear spins. This

12
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term manifests itself in EPR spectra as their hyperﬁne structure which be analysed from
linewidths. Finally, the third term corresponds to high spin paramagnetism ( only for
systems with S > 12 ) arising from the magnetic dipolar interaction between the multiple
unpaired electrons in the system and therefore is not present in copper(II) systems. This
term give rise to so-called ﬁne structure and the corresponding parameter is named the
zero-ﬁeld splitting tensor D.
Although most molecules studied via EPR have non-zero nuclear magnetic moment, the
magnetic dipole associated with a spinning nucleus is only the order of 1/2000 the strength
of an electron spin magnetic dipole. Thus chemical shifts and nuclear spin-spin coupling
interactions are typically found on a diﬀerent energy scale compared to those of the electronic
interaction.36, 37 Therefore, it is quite reasonable to neglect this terms in the EPR spin
Hamiltonian. In general, the spin Hamiltonian is constructed to describe all interactions
among various magnetic dipoles that can change during a magnetic resonance experiment.
However, it is not possible to deﬁne uniquely a spin Hamiltonian for all EPR spectra since
it depends on the speciﬁc experimental condition in which the spectrum is recovered.
Considering as an example a system in solution with only an unpaired electron ( S = 12 )
and magnetic nuclear spin of I = 12 ,34, 35 where only isotropic tensor components can be
evaluated, the EPR spin Hamiltonian of this system, for which a magnetic ﬁeld B deﬁnes
the z-axis of the laboratory reference system, can be rewritten by using the deﬁnitions of
the shift operators as


1
iso
(3.2)
ĤEPR = gµB BSz + A (S+ I− + S− I+ ) + Sz Iz .
2
Analogously, the ﬁrst term describe the Zeeman eﬀects, while the second one deﬁnes the
hyperﬁne coupling interaction between the electronic and nuclear spin operators. The expressions for the relative energies of splitted states can be obtained as we use a basis of the
simple product functions |mS , mI i = |S, mS i|I, mI i, where the mS and mI are the electronic
S and nuclear I spin projections along the z direction, in which the static magnetic ﬁeld is
oriented. The energy levels are obtained as eigenvalues of Hamiltonian operator Eq. 3.2:
E1 =
E2
E3
E4

1
1
gµB B + A
2
s4

(3.3)

2
A
1
1+
− A
gµB B
4
s
2

1
A
1
− A
= − gµB B 1 +
2
gµB B
4
1
1
= − gµB B + A .
2
4

1
=
gµB B
2



(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
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where the E1 and E4 corresponds the energies of |α, αi and |β, βi states which are not
coupled with any other state by oﬀ-diagonal. By diagonalization of the spin Hamiltonial,

m = −1/2
I

E1

ms = −1/2
mI = +1/2

mI = −1/2

E2

E3

ms = +1/2
m = +1/2
I

E4
A

B>0
Zemaan effect

B > 0; A > 0
Hyperfine structure

Figure 3.2: Magnetic energy levels and allowed transitions in a S = 12 and I = 12 system.
there are two allowed ESR transitions ( ∆mI = 0 and ∆mS = 1), for which their frequencies
are computed using the Eq.3.3 - 3.6,
1
E1 − E3 = gµB B + A
2
1
E2 − E4 = gµB B − A
2

(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)

and are thus eigenstates of ĤEPR . The spliting observed in EPR spectrum is shown in
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Fig. 3.2. From there, we can see that the initially degenerate states with mS = ±1 are
split by the Zeeman eﬀect into two levels, which are further split into sub-levels of diﬀerent
mI by the hyperﬁne interaction. The allowed transitions in EPR spectroscopy are those
between states with diﬀerent mS , obeying the selection rule ∆mS = ±1. Thus the EPR
spectrum of this system consists of two peaks separated by the hyperﬁne coupling constant
A, as displayed in the lower part of the Fig. 3.2.
The hyperﬁne interaction was included in the Hamiltonian (Eq. 3.2) with a positive sign,
also in calculating energies and their diﬀerences. In practice A can have either sign but
one cannot learn the sign from the ESR spectrum. To see this, it is important to consider
Eq. 3.7 and 3.8 for the transition energies. Changing the sign of A we will give the same
expressions, thus showing that the spectrum is always a set of equally spaced line (of equal
intensity) regarless whether A is positive or negative. Nevertheless, the sign of the coupling
constant is of substatial interest and importance since knowing it one can assign the mI
values to the lines in the EPR spectrum.
In the next chapter a general view of available methodologies for calculation of EPR properties is given together with a short background about the development of DFT methods,
speciﬁcally for the electronic g tensor and hyperﬁne coupling constants, performed recently
in our research laboratory.

Chapter 4
Calculations of Paramagnetic
Properties
The quality of the interpretation of EPR spectra can be enhanced with the incorporation
of quantum chemical modelling of paramagnetic molecular parameters. This procedure can
also overcome the ambiguity caused by the use of empirical relationships in the eﬀective spin
Hamiltonian. Several approaches to evaluate the electronic g tensors and hyperﬁne coupling
constants have been developed and presented in the literature in the last years.39–42 Nowadays, theoretical evaluation of EPR parameters is commonly used, becoming increasingly
prominent due to its improved applicability in studies of larger systems, including those of
biological importance. This statement holds mainly for DFT methods, which have given rise
to a satisfactory accuracy in prediction of magnetic properties for a wide range of molecular
systems involving radical and transition metal centers.43–45, 47 In this chapter, a general
overview of DFT methods employed in this thesis will be given with focus on calculations of
the electronic g tensors and hyperﬁne coupling constants of the copper(II) systems, which
is one of the main goals of this thesis.

4.1

The electronic g tensors

The ﬁrst calculations of the electronic g tensors with quantum chemical methods were carried
out in the begining of the last decade by Grein and co-workers.48 These works used truncated
sum-over-states procedures for evaluation of electronic g tensors with restricted open-shell
Hartree-Fock (ROHF) and multireference conﬁguration interaction (MR-CI) wave functions.
After these pioneering works a large amount of approaches for evaluation of the electronic
g tensors have been developed. The methods vary from robust ab initio approaches such as
15
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multi-conﬁgurational self consistent ﬁeld (MCSCF) response theory to various methodologies based on density functional theory (DFT).49–51 DFT Techniques have proven successful
in gaining a qualitative understanding of the experimental results. Although some unresolved problems still remain, the density functional calculations of EPR g tensors are clearly
entering the age of maturity.
Basically, two distinct methods, well-known as one and two-component approaches, exist
for theoretical evaluation of the electronic g tensors.23 In one-component methods, due
to the small energy scale of the EPR transitions, the magnetic ﬁeld and the spin-orbit
(SO) coupling are treated as perturbations leading to a second-order g tensor expression.
The Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian operators are used in this method whithin the framework of
perturbation theory.52 In the two-component approach, the spin-orbit coupling is treated in
the self-consistent DFT calculations by using relativistic DFT methods. The SO interactions
are included in the two-component Kohn-Sham equations and the g tensors, in this approach,
are calculated as a ﬁrst derivative of the energy, i.e, as a ﬁrst order property.
Initially, two-component DFT methods of the electronic g tensors were restricted to molecules
with doublet ground states as they exploited the Kramer’s doublet symmetry in the determination of the g tensor components. Recently, this restriction was lifted by means of the
implemetation of a spin-polarized Doulglas-Kroll Kohn-Sham formalism, where molecules
of arbitrary ground states can be treated. However, the relatively large computational costs
of two-component methods still prohibit their applicability to large systems. On the other
hand, the one-component methods have been exploited only at the ab initio theory level
due to the lack of DFT implementations capable of treating arbitrary perturbations beyond
second order. In all practical DFT calculations, the terms which require knowlege of the
two-electron density matrix, not available in the Kohn-Sham DFT formalism, are either neglected, or treated approximately. Very recently, Rinkevicius and co-workers extended the
spin-restricted open-shell density functional response theory from the linear to the quadratic
level which allows to compute relativistic corrections to the electronic g tensors using perturbation theory at the DFT level for the ﬁrst time. In the present thesis a non-relativistic
evaluation of the g tensor is taken into account in all calculations of the copper(II) molecular
systems under inverstigation by using a one-component method in which the spin restricted
density functional response theory approach is applied.53, 54 In addition, the leading-order
relativistic corrections to the g tensor have been developed in this work with a iniatial application to dihalogen anion radicals X−
2 (X=F, Cl, Br and I). A brief description of these
methods will be given in the next section.
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4.1.1

The electronic g tensor: Theoretical evaluation

The form of the electronic the g tensor (See Eq. 3.2) in the EPR spin-Hamiltonian allows
one to treat this property as a second derivative of the molecular electronic energy E with
respect the to external magnetic ﬁeld B and the eﬀective electronic spin S of a paramagnetic
system under investigation.
1 ∂ 2E
.
(4.1)
g=
µB ∂S∂B S=0,B=0
The corresponding electronic g tensor shift can be analogously written as
∆g =

1 ∂ 2E
µB ∂S∂B

S=0,B=0

− ge 1 .

(4.2)

where the ge is the free electron g-factor and ∆g carries all information about the interactions
between the unpaired electron and local chemical environment of molecular system. By
using ﬁrst and second order perturbation theory for the system described by the BreitPauli Hamiltonian in which all spin- and external ﬁeld-dependent operators are treated
as perturbations, the following non-relativistic electronic g tensor of a molecule can be
computed as
g = ge 1 + ∆gRMC + ∆gGC(1e) + ∆gGC(2e) + ∆gSO/OZ(1e) + ∆gSO/OZ(2e)

(4.3)

where the ﬁrst three terms contributing to the g tensor shift denote the relativistic massvelocity correction (∆gRMC ), one- (∆gGC(1e) ) and two-electron (∆gGC(2e) ) gauge corrections
to the electronic Zeeman eﬀect. The remaining two terms are the so-called one- and twoelectron spin-orbit contributions to ∆g. In this work, the term ”non-relativistic g tensor”
denotes the g tensor composed of the free-electron g factor, ge ≈ 2.0023, and g tensor shifts
of order O(α2 ), ~~gN R = ge 1 + ∆g(O(α2 )), where the last term therefore corresponds to
∆g(O(α2 )) = ∆gRMC + ∆gGC(1e) + ∆gGC(2e) + ∆gSO/OZ(1e) + ∆gSO/OZ(2e) .

(4.4)

The ∆gRMC and ∆gGC(1e/2e) terms are deﬁned within the framework of ﬁrst order perturbation theory and are evaluated as the expected value of corresponding Breit-Pauli Hamiltonian operators58, 59
∆gRMC
∆gGC(1e/2e)

1 ∂2
h0|ĤRMC |0i
=
µB ∂S∂B
1 ∂2
=
h0|ĤGC(1e/2e) |0i
µB ∂S∂B

(4.5)
(4.6)
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where the mass-velocity correction to the electron Zeeman operator is deﬁned as
ĤRMC =

α2 X
si · B∇2i
2 i

(4.7)

and the one- and two-electron spin-orbit gauge corrections are deﬁned as
ĤGC(1e) =

X
1(riO · riN ) − riO riN
α2 X
ZN
si ·
· B,
3
4 N
r
iN
i

ĤGC(2e) = −

1(riO · riN ) − riO riN
α2 X
B
si + 2sj ·
3
4 i6=j
riN

(4.8)

(4.9)

The treatment of the gauge corrections, which is related the dependence of some magnetic
operators on the choice of the origin of the coordinate system, often poses a problem for
theoretical predictions of magnetic properties. However the computation of the ﬁrst-order
one-electron contributions to ∆g is not a diﬃcult task and only the evaluation of the twoelectron gauge correction is more complex, requiring the construction of the two-particle
density matrix. In the present thesis, only the ﬁrst-order contribution has been evaluated
since the two-electron correction is a rather small contribution, specially for copper compounds where the spin-orbit correction is the dominating contribution to ∆g. The remaining
two terms in the expression for the g tensor shift, ∆gOZ/SO(1e) and ∆gOZ/SO(2e) , refer to SO
corrections. An accurate evaluation of these contributions is of major importance for reliable calculations. These terms can be evaluated using second-order perturbation theory by
combinig the orbital Zeeman operator and the one/two-electron spin-orbit operators.
∆gOZ/SO(1e) =

1 ∂2
hhĤOZ ; ĤSO(1e) ii0 ,
µB ∂S∂B

(4.10)

∆gOZ/SO(2e) =

1 ∂2
hhĤOZ ; ĤSO(2e) ii0 ,
µB ∂S∂B

(4.11)

In these deﬁnitions of ∆gOZ/SO(1e) and ∆gOZ/SO(2e) , we have introduced the linear response
function deﬁned as
∆gOZ/SO(AMFI) =

1
hhL̂O ; ĤSO(AMFI) ii0 ,
S

(4.12)

involving the electron angular momentum operator, L̂O , and an eﬀective one SO operator,
ĤSO(AMFI) . Here, we assumed that the linear response function is computed for the ground
state of the molecule with maximum spin projection, S = MS . The linear response function
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used in the above deﬁnition of ∆gOZ/SO(AMFI) can be written in the spectral representation
for two arbitrary operators Ĥ1 and Ĥ2 as
hhĤ1 ; Ĥ2 ii0 =

X h0|Ĥ1 |mihm|Ĥ2 |0i + h0|Ĥ2 |mihm|Ĥ1 |0i
,
E0 − Em
m>0

(4.13)

where E0 and Em are energies of the ground |0i and excited states |mi, respectively, and
the sum runs over all single excited states of the molecule. The spin-orbit contribution to
the electronic g tensor shift involves the evaluation of matrix elements of the one- and twoelectron SO operators and is therefore the most computationally expensive part of evaluation
of ∆g. However, as is well established, the computation of two-electron operators in DFT is
not a trial task, but it can not be negleted, as this contribution along with its one-electron
counterpart dominate the electronic g tensor shift of most molecules composed of transition
metals and main group elements. The atomic mean ﬁeld (AMFI) approximation for the
spin-operators was then employed as an alternative way to overcome this diﬃculty and still
obtain accurate SO matrix elements.55 In this case, an eﬀective one-electron spin-orbit
operator in which the spin-orbit interaction screening eﬀec of ĤSO(2e) is accounted for in an
approximative manner. This approach would not only allow us to simplify the evaluation
of the matrix elements, but also to resolve the conceptional diﬃculty in the implementation
of the ∆~~gSO term in density functional theory, as the formation of the two-particle density
matrix, which is required for the computation of the two-electron part, can be avoided. In
the AMFI approximation, the one-electron SO operator matrix elements are evaluated in the
ordinary way and the two-electron SO operator matrix elements are computated according
to the procedute developed by Schimmelpfennig.56 Finally, the calculations of the g tensors
have been perfomed by using the spin-restricted density functional response formalism,
which is free from the spin contamination problems appearing in spin-unrestricted DFT
approaches.

4.1.2

The relativistic corrections to g tensors

The leading-order relativistic corrections to the electronic g tensor is derived from degenerate
perturbation theory (DPT) by applying the same procedure as for the ordinary O(α2 )
contributions to ∆g, although one in this case needs to go beyond the second order DPT
in order to retrieve all main contributions to the g tensor shift. The relativistic g tensor in
this method is deﬁned as
g = gNR + ∆g(O(α4 )) = ge 1 + ∆g(O(α2 )) + ∆g(O(α4 )) ,

(4.14)

and includes the non-relativistic g tensor corrected by ∆g(O(α4 )), which contains all leadingorder relativistic corrections.
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Overall, the leading relativistic corrections to the electronic g-tensor arise in perturbation
theory by inclusion of scalar relativistic eﬀects resulting in the increase of the order in c−1
for each term in Eq. 4.4:


1 ∂2
RMC
mv
RMC
Dar
RMC/mv+Dar
hhĤ
; Ĥ ii0 + hhĤ
; Ĥ ii0
∆g
=
(4.15)
µB ∂S∂B


1 ∂2
GC
mv
GC
Dar
GC/mv+Dar
hhĤ ; Ĥ ii0 + hhĤ ; Ĥ ii0
(4.16)
∆g
=
µB ∂S∂B

1 ∂2
SO/OZ/mv+Dar
∆g
=
hhĤ SO ; Ĥ OZ , Ĥ mv ii0,0
µB ∂S∂B

SO
OZ
Dar
+ hhĤ ; Ĥ , Ĥ ii0,0
(4.17)
From the enumerated terms, the last one ∆gSO/OZ/mv+Dar is expected to give major contributions to the total scalar relativistic correction. The evaluation of Eq. 4.17 requires the
solution of a quadratic response equations which has become possible after the implementation of the spin restricted open shell quadratic response DFT (see Sec. 5.2). One more
correction of fourth power in c−1 accounts for the coupling between the kinetic energycorrected orbital Zeeman operator Ĥ OZ−KE and the spin-orbit interaction Ĥ SO .57
∆gOZ−KE/SO =

1 ∂2
hhĤ OZ−KE ; Ĥ SO ii0
µB ∂S∂B

(4.18)

Adding this term to the scalar relativistic corrections, we obtain the ﬁnal equation for the
evaluation of the relativistic g-shift tensor
∆g(O(c−4 )) = ∆gRMC/mv+Dar + ∆gGC/mv+Dar + ∆gSO/OZ/mv+Dar + ∆gOZ−KE/SO

(4.19)

In this procedure only doublet states are considered in the detivation of degenerate perturbation theory terms, which involves two or more electronic spin dependent operators, and
neglects the contributions arising from quartet states. The calculations of g-tensors have
been performed using a spin restricted DFT quadratic response formalism, the development
and implementation of which is presented in details in paper VI.

4.2

The hyperfine coupling constants

The presence of magnetic nuclei in a molecule leads to the so-called hyperﬁne splitting in
EPR spectra.34, 36 The 3 X 3 hyperﬁne interaction tensor A can be separated into isotropic
and anisotropic components, which diﬀer by their behavior in experiments and mainly by
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their diﬀerent physical origin. In the ﬁrst order approximation and at the nonrelativistic
limit, the isotropic term is equal to the average value of the non-classical Fermi-contact
interaction operator. The anisotropic part is determined by the magnetic dipole-dipole
interaction between nuclear and electron spins and is essentially classical in origin, falling
oﬀ with the inverse third power of the distance between the nucleus and the unpaired
electrons.34 For magnetic nuclei located on an at least three-fold symmetry axis, it adopts
the form (-Adip , -Adip , 2Adip ), where Adip is the so-called dipolar coupling constant. From
the isotropic hyperﬁne coupling constant, which is directly proportional to the electron
spin density at nucleus N , we can get information on the spin density distribution in a
molecule. The isotropic part can be determined in experiments performed in the gas phase
and solution, whereas the anisotropic components are only signiﬁcant in the ordered samples
where molecules are oriented by the static external ﬁeld.
The Fermi contact and magnetic dipole contributions to the hyperﬁne coupling tensor are the
ﬁrst order properties and can be evaluated as expectation values over the ground state wave
function whithin almost all standard quantum chemistry packages at ab initio and density
functional theory (DFT) levels.60–63 However, some requirements such as a good description
of the spin density at the positions of the nuclei, a good evaluation of spin polarization and
electron correlation eﬀects must fuﬁlled in order to obtain accurate HFC results.54 The
choice of basis set with a ﬂexible description in the core region is therefore important.
On the other hand, current DFT methods can oﬀer a reliable way to solve the remaining
requirements of low computational cost. Most of these methods can provide a quite accurate
prediction of HFCs of organic compounds.61, 62 However, we are not as fortunate in the case
of transition metal compounds for which the accuracy of HFCs shows signiﬁcant dependence
on the approach selected for the particular molecular system. Among a variety of DFT
methods available for the evaluation of hyperﬁne coupling constants, the approaches based
on the restricted Kohn-Sham formalism stand out as the most suitable ones for investigations
of transition metal compounds, as they avoid the spin contamination problem quite common
in methods based on the unrestricted Kohn-Sham formalism.53, 54 In this thesis, we have
selected the DFT restricted-unrestricted (RU) approach, which allows the computation of
the lowest order contributions (second order in the ﬁne structure constant) to the hyperﬁne
coupling tensor A. A brief description of this formalism will be considered in next section.

4.2.1

The hyperfine coupling constants: Theoretical evaluation

Magnetic resonance parameters are second-order properties and can be expressed as secondorder derivatives of the total electronic energy with perturbations. As previously mentioned,
if the ﬁrst perturbation is the magnetic ﬁeld strength and the second is an electronic spin,
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we obtain the g tensor. On the other hand, if the perturbations are electronic and nuclear
spins, the hyperﬁne coupling constant (HFC) can be evaluated as
AN =

∂2E
∂S∂IN

.

(4.20)

S,IN =0

In the restricted-unrestricted (RU) approach, the hyperﬁne coupling is described by the
Fermi-contact and magnetic dipole-dipole interaction, which are introduced as perturbations
of the non-relativistic Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian Ĥ0 . In this case, the Hamiltonian which does
not depend on the external or internal magnetic ﬁelds in the molecule can be described as
Ĥ = Ĥ0 + x(ĤNFC + ĤNSD )

(4.21)

where x is the perturbation strength and ĤFC and ĤSD terms are the Fermi-contact and
electronic-nuclear magnetic dipole-dipole interaction operators, respectively. ĤFC and Ĥdip
can be described by using the second quantized form in terms of Kohn-Sham spin-orbitals
and under these conditions the energy functional E[ρ(x), x] of the molecular electronic
system becomes explicitly and implicitly dependent on the strength of the perturbation.
Taking account of the dependence of the electron density ρ(x) on the perturbation strength
x one can separate the ﬁrst-order derivative of the energy with respect to x into two parts
Z
dE[ρ(x), x]
δE[ρ(x), x] ∂ρ(x)
∂E[ρ(x), x]
=
+
dr .
(4.22)
dx
∂x
δρ(x)
∂x
These two terms contribute to the HFC tensor A of nucleus N , where the ﬁrst term is
computed as an expectation value of the Breit-Pauli Fermi contact ĤFC or spin-dipolar ĤSD
operator in the limit x → 0 and using Kohn-Sham orbitals of the unperturbed system,
∂E[ρ(x), x]
∂x

x=0

= h0|ĤNFC |0i + h0|ĤNSD |0i

(4.23)

The second term vanishes in the unrestricted case, with the singlet and triplet rotations
of the Kohn-Sham spin-orbitals in the optimization process of E[ρ(x), x]. Accounting for
spin-polaration eﬀects, two terms are computed as a triplet linear response function of ĤFC
or Ĥdip operator coupled with the restricted Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian Ĥ0R of unperturbed
molecular system.54 This leads to the following expresssions
AF C = h0|ĤF C |0i + hhĤF C ; Ĥ0 ii0 ,
Adip = h0|Ĥ

dip

|0i + hhĤ

dip

; Ĥ0 ii0 .

(4.24)
(4.25)

The RU approach described above for hyperﬁne coupling constants performs very well for
organic compounds, but unfortunately it has limited applicability in the case of transition
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metal compounds since it neglects higher order spin-orbit contributions important for transition metal compounds. The respective spin-orbit contributions ASO can be evaluated as a
linear response function between the one- and two-electron spin-orbit operators ĤSO(AMFI) 45
and the nuclear spin electron orbit interaction operator L̂N ,
1
ASO = − hhL̂N ; ĤSO(AMFI) ii0 .
S

(4.26)

The major diﬀerence between this and our method is the use of restricted linear response
theory in the present calculations, rather than the unrestricted coupled-perturbed KohnSham method. The AMFI approximation for the spin-orbit interaction operator is also
used in this work in calculations of the hyperﬁne constansts. This approach was previously
proved to give compatible results with the full SO operators for EPR parameters. Therefore,
summarizing the above equations, the hyperﬁne coupling tensor of copper systems was
evaluated in this work in the following way:
A = 1AF C + Adip + ASO .

(4.27)

The outlined hyperﬁne coupling constant approach ensures that all important contributions
encountered for transition metal compounds are accounted for and that a correct physical
picture of the hyperﬁne interaction in reproduced.

4.2.2

Spin polarization effects in g tensors and hyperfine coupling
constants

Spin contamination is a problem frequently found in calculations of energetics and properties
of transition metal (TM) complexes by using spin unrestricted Kohn-Sham theory.46 In the
evaluation of the electronic g tensors and hyperﬁne coupling tensors of TM complexes, the
deﬁcient description of excited states by ordinary exchange–correlation functionals in combination with spin contamination is one of the major sources of errors, which prevents a reliable
prediction of these EPR spin Hamiltonian parameters by DFT. An alternative methodology,
namely the density functional restricted-unrestricted (DFTRU) approach based on a spin
restricted Kohn-Sham theory, described in details in paper V, was developed to solve the
spin contamination problem and at the same time account for the spin polarization eﬀects
using a so-called restricted-unrestricted technique.
The DFTRU corrections to the electronic g tensor can be done by taking into account the
expressions for the electronic g tensor in the spin restricted Kohn-Sham theory, which at
the non-relativistic limit reads
g = ge 1 + ∆gRMC + ∆gGC + ∆gSO/OZ ,

(4.28)
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where ∆gRMC and ∆gGC are the diamagnetic mass-velocity and gauge correction to the spin
Zeeman eﬀect. According to the DFTRU approach, the spin polarization contributions to
∆gRMC , ∆gGC are given by two linear response functions
RU
∆gRMC

1 ∂ 2 hhĤ0 ; ĤRMC ii0
=
~ S~
µB
∂ B∂

and
~ ~0,S=
~ ~0
B=

RU
∆gGC

1 ∂ 2 hhĤ0 ; ĤGC(1e) + ĤGC(2e) ii0
=
~ S~
µB
∂ B∂

(4.29)
,
~ ~0,S=
~ ~0
B=

while in the case of ∆~~gSO/OZ the spin polarization contribution is of more complex nature
and is deﬁned as a sum of quadratic and linear response functions
RU
∆gSO/OZ
=

1 ∂ 2 (hhĤ0 ; ĤOZ , ĤSO(1e) + ĤSO(2e) ii0,0 + hhĤOZ ; ĤSO(1e) + ĤSO(2e) ii0 )
~ S~
µB
∂ B∂

(4.30)
.
~ ~0,S=
~ ~0
B=

Adding up all above listed contributions to ∆g, we obtain the ﬁnal expression for evaluation
of the electronic g tensor
RU
RU
RU
g = ge 1 + ∆gRMC + ∆gRMC
+ ∆gGC + ∆gGC
+ ∆gSO/OZ + ∆gSO/OZ
,

(4.31)

which diﬀers from formulas used in spin restricted Kohn-Sham theory by additional spin
polarization corrections appearing for each g tensor shift contribution. These new contriRU
RU
RU
butions to the electronic g tensor, namely ∆~~gRMC
, ∆gGC
and ∆gSO/OZ
, not only exemplify
the essence of the spin polarization treatment in the DFTRU approach, but also provides
a pathway for improvement of the g tensor by attenuating the ∆g obtained in the spin
restricted Kohn-Sham theory.
In analogy to the electronic g tensor case, the following DFTRU scheme for evaluation of
hyperﬁne coupling tensors in transition metal complexes
FC−RU
SD−RU
SO−RU
AN = AFC
+ ASD
+ ASO
,
N + AN
N + AN
N + AN

(4.32)

where all terms are deﬁned as
AFC
N =

∂ 2 hĤFC i
∂ I~N ∂ S~

~ ~0
I~N =~0,S=

FC−RU
=
and AN

∂ 2 hhĤO ; ĤFC ii0
∂ I~N ∂ S~

,

(4.33)

.

(4.34)

~ ~0
I~N =~0,S=

the traceless dipolar contributions are obtained as
ASD
N =

∂ 2 hĤSD i
∂ I~N ∂ S~

~ ~0
I~N =~0,S=

SD−RU
and AN
=

∂ 2 hhĤO ; ĤSD ii0
∂ I~N ∂ S~

~ ~0
I~N =~0,S=

and the spin-orbit contribution to AN can be computed as
ASO
N =

∂ 2 hhĤPSO ; ĤSO(1e) + ĤSO(2e) ii0
∂ I~N ∂ S~

,
~ ~0
I~N =~0,S=

(4.35)
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where ĤPSO is the orbital hyperﬁne interaction operator, which describes the nuclear spin
~~ SO
interaction with orbital motion of electrons. Finally, the spin polarization correction to A
N

is given by a sum of linear and quadratic response functions
SO−RU
AN
=

∂ 2 (Ĥ0 ; ĤPSO , ĤSO(1e) + ĤSO(2e) ii0,0 + hhĤPSO ; ĤSO(1e) + ĤSO(2e) ii0 )
∂ I~N ∂ S~

.
~ ~0
I~N =~0,S=

(4.36)
This equation includes the most important terms for description of hyperﬁne interaction in
ﬁrst row TM complexes.
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Chapter 5
Computational Methods
5.1

Density Functional Theory

Density Functional Theory (DFT) has strongly inﬂuenced the evolution of quantum chemistry during the past 15 years, demonstrating a wide applicability in organic, inorganic,
material and solid state chemistry as well as in biochemistry, thus serving a broad scientiﬁc
community. The award of the Nobel Prize for chemistry in 1998 to one, the ”protagonist” of
(ab initio) wave function quantum chemistry, Professor J. A. Pople, and the founding father
of DFT, professor Walter Kohn, is the highest recognition of both the impact of quantum
chemistry in present-day chemical research and the role played by DFT in this evolution.
DFT has proved to be a cost-eﬀective way to include electron correlation and due to its
combination of reasonable scaling with system size and good accuracy in reproducing most
ground state properties, DFT is one to the most popular methods for treating large systems,
including those with transition metal centers, which is one of the goals undertaken in this
thesis.
The principles of Density Functional Theory (DFT) were formulated almost 40 years ago
by Hohenberg and Kohn who proved that the full many-particle ground state is a unique
functional of the density (ρ) that minimizes the total energy.64 The form of the exact
functional is unknown, however, and the way towards practical applications of DFT has
been opened only by the Kohn and Sham’s idea of constructing a noninterating reference
system having the same density as the real systems.65 By this method, a major part of the
unknown functional can be expressed exactly, leaving only a small part of the total energy
to be approximated. Hartree-Fock and its descendents are based on the many-electron
wavefunction, which depends on 4N variables, 3 spatial and 1 spin for each electron, while
the DFT method solves this complex problem by using an electron density (ρ) as the basic
27
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quantity.
ρ(r) = N

Z

...

Z

|Ψ(x1 , x2 , ..., xN )|2 ds1 dx2 ...dxN

(5.1)

where x = (r, s) and Ψ is the wave function. The electron density (ρ) depends only on three
spatial variables, independently of the number of electrons.
The energy funtional of an isolated electronic molecular systems can be expressed in DFT
as
E[ρ] = T [ρ] + Vee [ρ] + VN e [ρ],
(5.2)
where the ﬁrst term is the kinetic energy, Vee [ρ] is the electron-electron repulsion and VN e [ρ]
is the nuclear-electron attraction, often called the external potential, which is system dependent. The two ﬁrst terms can be combined to provide the universal potential F [ρ]
F [ρ] = T [ρ] + Vee [ρ]
By using the deﬁnition of VN e [ρ], the Eq. 5.2 can be rewritten as
Z
E[ρ] = F [ρ] + ρ(r)v(r)dr

(5.3)

(5.4)

The functionals VN e [ρ] and Vee [ρ] are known. However, the exact determination of F [ρ]
is not straightforward. The individual parts of the electron-electron interaction consist of
the classical Coulomb interaction (easily deﬁned in terms of the electronic density) and the
non-classical term due to exchange and electron correlation eﬀects, whose form is unknown.
Furthermore, the functional of the kinetic energy, which is of crucial importance for the
quality of DFT results is also unknown in terms of the electronic density. The Kohn and
Sham method, which will be brieﬂy discussed in next section, has provided a way to overcome
this problem.

5.1.1

The Kohn-Sham approach

In the Kohn-Sham scheme,65 the density of a ﬁctitious system is represented by that arising
of non-interacting electrons. This density is taken into account to be able to describe the
ground state density of a real system. The ground state wave function of such a noninteracting system can be represented by a Slater determinant.
1
Ψs = √ det[φ1 (x1 )φ2 (x2 )...φ(xN )]
N!

(5.5)

where the lowest state is given by the one-electron Halmiltonian
1
fˆsKS = − ∇2 + vs (r).
2

(5.6)
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where no electron-electron repulsion is considered. The Kohn-Sham spin orbitals φi are
determined by
fˆsKS φi (r, s) = εi φi (r, s).
(5.7)
Kohn and Sham proposed that the kinetic energy Tx [ρ] should be calculated exactly for the
non-interacting particles. The kinetic part of such a non-interacting system is similar to the
HF kinetic term. Separating the kinetic energy function in Eq. 5.3 and the electron-electron
interaction we get
F [ρ] = Ts [ρ] + J[ρ] + Exc [ρ],
(5.8)
where
Exc [ρ] = T [ρ] − Ts [ρ] + Vee [ρ] − J[ρ]

(5.9)

is the so-called exchange-correlation functional. According to this equation Exc [ρ] will capture the missing electron-correlation due to the non-interacting nature of Ts [ρ] and also the
exchange part of Vee [ρ]. The Kohn-Sham method also uses the idea of an eﬀective potential
vef f (r). One can show that the ground state density will satisfy the Euler equation in which
the eﬀective potential is deﬁned as
Z
ρ(r′ )
dr′ + vxc (r)
(5.10)
vef f (r) = v(r) +
′
|r − r |
where vxc (r) is the exchange-correlation potential
vxc (r) =

δExc [ρ]
.
δρ(r)

(5.11)

For a given vef f , ρ(r) is obtained by solving the KS-equations
1
fˆsKS φi = [− ∇2 + vef f (r)]φi
2

(5.12)

followed by
ρ(r) =

N X
X
i

s

|φi (r, s)|2

(5.13)

A trial ρ(r) is given so that vef f and, consequently, the KS-orbitals in Eq. 5.12 are determined. The problem is solved in a self-consistent method by updating the density through
Eq. 5.13. KS orbitals can be expressed, like in the HF theory, in terms of a linear combination of atomic orbitals yielding the Rootaan-Hall scheme. The main diﬀerence between
HF and DFT is that the former is an approximation by construction whereas DFT would
be exact if the exact exchange-correlation functional (Exc ) was known. Since the exact
Exc is not known, approximations must be used and as a consequence, the development of
Exc functionals has been an important task for DFT. Before discussing this problem, the
treatment of open-shell molecular systems in DFT, which is the topic of this thesis, will be
addressed in the next section.
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Open-shell systems in DFT
The Kohn-Sham energy functional for closed-shell systems is given as
E[ρ(r) = Ts [ρ(r)] + J[ρ(r)] + Exc [ρ(r)] + EN e [ρ(r)]

(5.14)

where no reference to the spin of the system is taken into account. However, in order to
describe the open-shell systems, the energy of system should be considered as a function of
the individual spin densities, as shown below,
E[ρα , ρβ ] = Ts [ρα , ρβ ] + J[ρα + ρβ ] + Exc [ρα , ρβ ] + EN e [ρα + ρβ ]
where the α and β spin densities for KS orbitals φi can be expressed as
X
X
ρα (r) =
nαi |ψi (r, α)|2 and ρβ (r) =
nβi |ψi (r, β)|2 ,
i

(5.15)

(5.16)

i

where nσi is the occupation number of the ψi (r, σ) spin orbital in the Kohn-Sham determinant with possible values zero or one.
Two methods are available to treat open-shell systems, the spin-restricted and unrestricted
Kohn-Sham approaches, which diﬀer only by conditions of constraint imposed in the energy
functional minimization that lead to diﬀerent sets of Kohn-Sham equations for spin orbitals.
In the spin-restricted method, the spatial part of doubly occupied spin-orbitals is forced to be
the same, while in the unrestricted calculations this restriction is lifted. In both methods,
the mininization of the molecular energy functional E[ρα , ρβ ] is performed by means of
separate constraints on the α and β densities,66 i.e.,
Z
Z
ρα (r)dr = Nα and
ρβ (r)dr = Nβ ,
(5.17)
which implies that the number of α and β electrons remains constant during the variational
procedure. Therefore, in the unrestricted method, the separate sets of Kohn-Sham equations
for ψi (r, α) and ψi (r, β) spin orbitals are obtained as a result of minimization of E[ρα , ρβ ]:
1
α
′
fˆα ψi (r, α) = {− ∇2 + vef
f }ψi (r, α) = ǫαi ψi (r, α) i = 1, 2, .., Nα
2
1
β
′
fˆβ ψi (r, β) = {− ∇2 + vef
f }ψi (r, β) = ǫβi ψi (r, β) i = 1, 2, .., Nβ
2
where the spin dependent eﬀective potentials are
Z
ρα (r′ ) + ρβ (r′ ) ′ δExc [ρα , ρβ ]
α
v(r)ef f = v(r) +
dr +
|r − r′ |
δρα (r)
Z
′
′
ρα (r ) + ρβ (r ) ′ δExc [ρα , ρβ ]
dr +
v(r)βef f = v(r) +
|r − r′ |
δρβ (r)

(5.18)
(5.19)

(5.20)
(5.21)
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and ǫ′σi is the Lagrange multiplier for the corresponding spin-orbital ψi (r, σ). Equations 5.185.19 are coupled only by means of the electron spin densities entering the equations and
the oﬀ-diagonal Lagrange multipliers do not appear. This is one of the major advantages
of unrestricted Kohn-Sham theory. However, there is a price for this simple mathematical
formulation of this method, namely the two Kohn-Sham matrices must be constructed and
diagonalized in each iteration instead of just one eﬀective Kohn-Sham matrix used in the
spin-restricted Kohn-Sham method.
In the spin-restricted Kohn-Sham method, the spatial parts of ψi (r, α) and ψi (r, β) spin
orbitals remain the same under the minimization of E[ρα , ρβ ]. By assuming a high spin
ground state of a molecule with Nd doubly occupied orbitals and Ns singly occupied orbitals,
the Kohn Sham equations under these constraints become
X
1
d
ǫ′kj ψj (r) k = 1, 2, .., Nd
{− ∇2 + vef
f }ψk (r) =
2
j
X
1 1 2
o
{− ∇ + vef
ǫ′mj ψj (r) m = 1, 2, .., Ns ,
f }ψm (r) =
2 2
j

(5.22)
(5.23)

where j runs over doubly and singly occupied orbitals j = 1, 2, ..., Nd + Ns . In Eq.5.22-5.23
the eﬀective potentials are deﬁned as
Z
ρα (r′ ) + ρβ (r′ ) ′ 1 δExc [ρα , ρβ ]
d
v(r)ef f = v(r) +
dr +
|r − r′ |
2 δρα (r)
1 δExc [ρα , ρβ ]
(5.24)
+
2 δρβ (r)
Z
ρα (r′ ) + ρβ (r′ ) ′ δExc [ρα , ρβ ]
o
dr +
,
(5.25)
v(r)ef f = v(r) +
|r − r′ |
δρα (r)
where the spin densities are given by the expressions
ρα (r) =

Nd
X
i=1

2

|ψi (r)| +

Ns
X
j=1

2

|ψj (r)| and ρβ (r) =

Nd
X
i=1

|ψi (r)|2 .

(5.26)

In the spin restricted Kohn-Sham equations, above the oﬀ-diagonal Lagrangian multipliers
appear in the coupling of the equations for doubly and singly occupied orbitals and therefore
the ordinary solution methods can not be applied. However, the method for handling oﬀdiagonal Lagrange multipliers developed in restricted open shell Hartree-Fock theory can be
adapted to the Kohn-Sham formalism. There are two possibilities: To solve the equations
for singly and doubly occupied orbitals separately or to combine both sets of equations
into the one eﬀective with oﬀ-diagonal Lagrange multipliers absorbed into the Kohn-Sham
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Hamiltonian. The second approach is more appealing from the computational point of view
and has been chosen for implementation of a spin restricted Kohn-Sham method in the
papers included in this thesis.

5.1.2

Exchange-correlation functionals

The exchange-correlation energy (Exc ) contains non-classical contributions to the potential
energy, as well as the diﬀerence between the kinetic energy of the noninteracting reference
system and that of the real interacting system. The most basic approximation to Exc is the
local density approximation (LDA)66
Z
LDA
Exc [ρα , ρβ ] = ρ(r), εxc (ρα (r), ρβ ))dr
(5.27)
where ρα and ρβ are the spin densites and εxc denotes the one-particle exchange-correlation
energy in a uniform electron gas, which leads to dependence of the exchange-correlation
potential only on the density at the point where it is evaluated. The most common form
of LDA assumes the Slater exchange term (S) toghether with the Vosko, Wilk and Nussair
parametrization (VWN)67 of the exact uniform electron gas model for the correlation part.
To improve upon this rather crude approximation, the most widely used corrections are the
so-called generalized gradient approximation (GGA) that employs not only the density but
also its gradient
Z
LDA
Exc
[ρα , ρβ ] =

f (ρα (r), ρβ (r), ∇ρα , ∇ρβ ).

(5.28)

This procedure improves the description of electron density in the bonding regions of the
molecules, were a high variation of electronic density is expected to take place. The main
correlation corrections commonly in use are by Perdew (P86),68 by Lee, Yang and Parr
(LYP),69 and by Perdew and Wang (PW91).70 Of the corrections to the exchange energy,
the most common forms are those by Perdew and Wang (PW and PW91),71, 72 and by
Becke (B).73 From the more recently introduced exchange functionals, there is the modiﬁed
Perdew-Wang (mPW)74 and the Gill 1996 (G96)74 functionals. Recently, the so-called metaGGA functionals have been developed,76 in which the gradient of the electronic density is
augmented by some additional parameter(s) of inhomogeneity: either the Laplacian of the
density, the local kinetic energy density, or both.

Another class of functionals, often called ”hybrid functionals” introduced by Becke, uses
a linear combination of Hartree-Fock, LDA and B88 exchange contributions.77 Becke’s socalled three-parameter hybrid functional (B3) includes ca. 20% of exact HF exchange, while
the ”half-and-half” hybrid functional (BH)78 incorporates as much as 50% exact exchange.
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The most successful among these functionals is B3LYP,69, 79 which has proved to be the most
accurate functional for energetic calculations of molecular systems within the Kohn-Sham
method. The B3LYP functional combines Dirac, exact Hartree-Fock exchange, and Becke
exchange functionals with VWN and LYP correlation funtionals in the form
B3LY P
Exc
= axc ExLDA + (1 − axc )ExHF + ax ExB + EcV W N + ac EcLY P

(5.29)

with axc , ax , ac being parameters resulting from ﬁtting to experimental results on a benchmarking set of molecules. More recently, one modiﬁed B3LYP functional with 38 % admixture of the exact Hartree-Fock exchange,80, 81 denomined B(38HF)P86, was developed by
Solomon et. al.. This functional was spectroscopically calibrated to improve the theoretical
description of the correct balance between ionic and covalent bonding of Cu d9 complexes.
This functional as well as the B3LYP functional were used in the theoretical prediction of
absorption spectra and magnetic properties of copper(II) complexes studied in this thesis.

5.2

Response Theory

Density functional response theory is the response theory applied to the Kohn-Sham method,
which provides a way for formulating the time-dependent perturbation in which the approximate molecular wavefunction is parameterized and a series of response functions is
introduced.82 The response functions describe the changes of an observable property when
the system is inﬂuenced by one or several perturbing ﬁelds. In a given frequency of the
oscillating ﬁeld corresponding to an excitation energy, a large response in the system will
occur, where the transition energy denotes a pole in the response function and the residue
determines the transition matrix elements. When a molecular system is perturbed by a time
dependent perturbation ﬁeld, its Hamiltonian Ĥ is written as the sum of the unperturbed
Hamiltonian Ĥ0 and the time dependent perturbation term V̂ (t),
Ĥ = Ĥ0 + V̂ (t)
In the frequency domain, the perturbation operator can be written as
Z ∞
V̂ (t) =
V̂ ω exp [(−iω + ε)t] dω

(5.30)

(5.31)

−∞

where ε is a small positive inﬁnitesimal that ensures that the system is in the unperturbed
state V̂ (−∞) = 0 , t = ∞. The perturbation operator is required to be Hermitian, which
is also a condition for the frequency component of V t .
(V ω )† = V (−ω)

(5.32)
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At the ﬁnite time t and when the perturbation caused by the external ﬁeld is suﬃciently
small, we can write the perturbed wave function as a perturbation expansion
Z ∞
(ω )
|0̃(t)i = |0i +
|01 1 i exp[(−iω1 + ε)t]dω1
−∞
Z ∞Z ∞
(ω ,ω )
+
|02 1 2 i exp[(−i(ω1 + ω2 ) + 2ε)t]dω1 dω2 + . . .
(5.33)
−∞ −∞

(ω )

(ω ,ω )

where |01 1 i and |02 1 2 i denote terms linear and quadratic in the perturbation, respectively. The time-evolution of the expectation value of a physical operator A (molecular
properties) can be written as
Z ∞
hhÂ; V̂ ω1 iiω1 exp[(−iω1 + ε)t]dω1
h0̃(t)|Â|0̃(t)i = h0|Â|0i +
−∞
Z ∞Z ∞
1
+
hhÂ; V̂ ω1 , V̂ ω2 iiω1 ,ω2 exp[(−i(ω1 + ω2 ) + 2ε)t]dω1 dω2 + . . .
(5.34)
2 −∞ −∞
where h0|Â|0i is the expectation value of operator Â for the unperturbed system, hhÂ; V̂ ω1 , ..., V̂ ωn ii
is the response function, which describes the response of the molecular properties. The main
advantage of response theory is the actual evaluation of the response functions. Inner projection replace the sum over all excited electronic states, which is quite expensive and cannot
be easily emplemented in DFT. The DFT response methodology can be formulated in density matrix or second quantization formalism, for which numerically equivalent results are
obtained. However, the second quantization form of DFT response equantions is more practical from a computational point of view. uniform way. The basic principles of the second
quantization form of DFT response, which was used in the calculations of this work, will
be brieﬂy described. The derivation of the response equations from the time dependent
Kohn-Sham equation starts as
(Ĥ(t) + V̂ (t))|0̃i = i

d
|0̃i
dt

(5.35)

where the Kohn-Sham (KS) Hamiltonian is deﬁned via Kohn-Sham operators fσ (r, t) for
spin orbitals and an explicit perturbation potential v(r, t) :
XZ
Ĥ(t) + V̂ (t) =
dτ Ψ̂†σ (r) [fσ (r, t) + v(r, t)] Ψ̂σ (r, t) .
(5.36)
σ

In Eq. 5.36 the fermion ﬁeld operator Ψ̂σ (r) is restricted to spin orbitals with equal spatial
parts
X
Ψ̂σ (r) =
ϕj (r)ajσ
(5.37)
j
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and therefore employs optimized spin orbitals obtained by the solution of spin restricted
KS equations. The time development of the Kohn-Sham determinant |0̃i is parametrized
by the exponential operator
|0̃i = exp [−κ̂(t)] |0i
(5.38)
where κ̂(t) is an anti-Hermitian operator of the form
X
X
σ
κ̂(t) =
κrs (t)Ers
≡
κrs (t)a†rσ asσ
rsσ

(5.39)

rsσ

with variational parameters κrs (t), which form the so-called orbital rotation matrix. It
follows that the spin densities ρσ (r) can be obtained from
ρσ (r, t) = h0̃|ρ̂σ (r)|0̃i = h0| exp[κ̂(t)]ρ̂σ (~r) exp[−κ̂(t)]|0i

(5.40)

where the electron spin-density operator is
ρ̂σ (r) = Ψ̂†σ (r)Ψ̂σ (r) =

X

σ
ϕ∗p (r)ϕq (r)Epq
.

(5.41)

pq

The Ehrenfest principle for a one electron operator Q̂ using Eq. 5.35 and Eq. 5.38 may be
written as
 

 

d
0 Q̂, exp [κ̂(t)] Ĥ(t) + V̂ (t) − i
exp [−κ̂(t)] 0 = 0 .
(5.42)
dt
This equation represents the time-dependent variational principle and allows to identify
the linear response as well as higher order response functions with corresponding response
equations through the expansion of κ̂(t) in order of the perturbation:
κ̂(t) = κ̂(1) (t) + κ̂(2) (t) + . . .

(5.43)

Inserting this expansion of variational parameters into Eq. 5.42 and collecting the terms
at the corresponding orders one can readily identify equations for the determination of the
response functions.

5.2.1

Linear response function

The linear response function can be obtained by keeping only ﬁrst order term in Ehrenfest’s
equation which in the frequency domain becomes
D h h
i
i E
D h
i E
0 q̂, κ̂ω , Ĥ (0) + Ĥ ω 0 + ω h0 |[q̂, κ̂ω ]| 0i = − 0 q̂, V̂ ω 0
(5.44)
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σ
where the non-redundant excitation operators Epq
have been collected in the column vector
q̂. The solution of Eq. 5.44 allows one to evaluate the linear response function for an arbitrary one-electron operator Â in the presence of a perturbation V̂ ω acting on the molecular
system in the following way
D h
i E
hhÂ; V̂ iiω = 0 κ̂ω , Â 0 .
(5.45)

5.2.2

Quadratic response function

In a similar way, quadratic response equations can be obtained by allowing ﬁrst and second
order terms in κ̂(t) to remain in Ehrenfest’s equation. Under these conditions the quadratic
response equation along with two accompanying linear response equations reads
 
i
h
0 q̂, Ĥ ω1 ,ω2 + 2P12 κ̂ω1 , Ĥ ω2 + V̂ ω2 + (ω1 + ω2 ) κ̂ω1 ,ω2
 
ii
h
h
ω1
ω2
ω1
ω2
(0)
+P12 κ̂ , κ̂ , Ĥ
+ (ω2 − ω1 ) [κ̂ , κ̂ ] 0 = 0
(5.46)
i E
i E
i
D h h
D h
0 q̂, κ̂ω1 , Ĥ (0) + Ĥ ω1 0 + ω h0 |[q̂, κ̂ω1 ]| 0i = − 0 q̂, V̂ ω1 0
(5.47)
i E
D h h
i
i E
D h
0 q̂, κ̂ω2 , Ĥ (0) + Ĥ ω2 0 + ω h0 |[q̂, κ̂ω2 ]| 0i = − 0 q̂, V̂ ω2 0
(5.48)
where we introduced the symmetrization operator
P12 f (1)g(2) =

f (1)g(2) + f (2)g(1)
.
2

(5.49)

The solution of Eq. 5.48 allows one to evaluate the quadratic response function for an
arbitrary one-electron operator Â in the presence of a perturbations V̂ ω1 and V̂ ω2 in the
following way
i
h
h
ii E
D h
ω1 ,ω2
ω1
ω2
, Â + P12 κ̂ , κ̂ , Â 0 .
(5.50)
hhÂ; V̂ , V̂ iiω1 ,ω2 = 0 κ̂

5.3

Solvent models

The evironment plays a key role in the determination of the properties and reactivity of
substances in the condensed phase. The complexity of chemical phenomena in solution has
required the development of a variety of models and computational techniques to represent
molecules in solution.83 These techniques diﬀer in the level of detail used to describe the
chemical system, the physical rules underlying the process of interest, and the mathematical
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formulas used to describe these rules. A given theoretical model must be able to incorporate
properly the nature of all the relevant features of the solvation process, so that the results
can be contrasted with experiment and the quality of the model can be addressed. The
ﬁnal goal of theoretical models is the understanding of the chemical behavior of molecules
in environments.
From the theoretical point of view, the ”solvent eﬀect” can be interpreted as the change
experienced by a chemical system (the solute) on transfer from the gas phase to a dilute
solution. The solvent may inﬂuence the nuclear and electronic distribution of the solute,
as well as the chemical reactivity and intermolecular interactions. In the last 30 years,
diﬀerent methods have been developed to gain insight into these eﬀects.84 All these methods
can broadly be grouped into two categories depending on the model used to represent the
solvent: i) continuum medium, and ii) discrete particles (the microscopic level). In the
former methods, the solvent is considered as a homogeneous dieletric continuum medium
which reacts against the solute charge distribution generating a reaction ﬁeld, which it turn
interacts with the solute. In the latter model, explicit solvent molecules are taken into
account around of the solute for the description of the solvent eﬀect.
The computational cost of the supermolecule approach by using quantum mechanical calculations limits the description of the solvent to a few molecules. This is mainly useful to
analyse speciﬁc interactions with the solute. Alternative methods based on a microscopic
description of the solvent determines the average representation of the system in solution
from the ensemble of conﬁgurations collected from simulations. The classical and/or quantum mechanical treatement can be used in the description of the solute and solvent. A
general description and the main characteristics of the continuum and discrete approaches
for the description of solvation phenomena will be outlined in the next section.

5.3.1

Dielectric continuum models

The dielectric continuum models treat the solvent environment by a homogeneous dielectric
medium characterized by its dielectric constant ε. The solute is embedded in a cavity of
certain shape and size. The solute charge distribution interacts with the medium, polarizing
it and creates a reﬂection charge distribution on the cavity surface which will interact
electrostatically with the solute leading to a net stabilization. The continuum models can
be classiﬁed according to two main characteristics: i) the shape of the cavity that deﬁnes
the solute/solvent interface, and ii) the description of the solute charge distribution and
the solvent ﬁeld. Regarding the solute/solvent interface, a large number of cavities have
been used. The simplest methods deﬁne cavities of regular shape, such as spheres, ellipsoids
or cylinders, while the most accurate methods use cavities adapted to the molecular shape.
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The most widely used method is the polarized continuum model (PCM) model,85, 86 in which
the cavity has a realistic shape and size and is constructed by interlocking spheres. With
regard to the treatment of the solute charge distribution and solvent reaction ﬁeld, Tomasi
and Persico87 have categorized the diﬀerent treatments in ﬁve formalisms: 1) multipole
expansions, 2) apparent surface charges, 3) image charges, 4) ﬁnite diﬀerence, and 5) ﬁnite
elements. The methods based on multipole expansions can be easily implemented and are
probably the simplest ones.
In the PCM model, which is based on the apparent surface charge, the solvation free energy
for a solvated molecule is deﬁned as
∆Gsol = ∆Gelec + ∆Gcav + ∆Gdisp + ∆Grep

(5.51)

where ∆Gelec is the electrostatic contribution, ∆Gcav corresponds to the work needed to form
the cavity, ∆Gdisp denotes the short range solute-solvent interactions and ∆Grep represents
the short range solute-solvent repulsive forces. The electrostatic term is deﬁned as
∆Gsol = hΦsol |Ĥ 0 + V̂ 0 |Φsol i − hΦ0 |Ĥ 0 |Φ0 i −
Z
1 sol
sol
[hΦ |V̂R |Φ i + ρnuc Vσ (s)ds]
−
2

(5.52)

where VR and σi are


M
X
ε − 1 δ(Vσ + Vρ )
σi Si
, σi = −
.
VR =
|r
−
r|
4πε
δn
i
i
i=1

(5.53)

The cavity contribution depends only on the shape of the cavity, speciﬁcally for a spherical
cavity, it can be computed as
spheres

Gcav =

X
i

Ai
GHS ,
2 i
4πRi

(5.54)

where Ri is the radius of the sphere, GHS
is the cavitation energy for a sphere of radius Ri
i
and Ai is the area of the sphere i. The dispersion contribution (Gdisp ) is formulated as
Z
Z
M
X
w0K
1 ∞
dw
dr1
Gdis =
M 2
π 0
(w0K
) + w2
K6=0
Z
dr2
x P
PM (0K|r1 )σS [ε(iw), PM (0K|r); r2 ],
(5.55)
r12
M
where PM (0K|r) and w0K
are the transition densities and energies for solute M , respectively, σS is the surface charge density induced in the solvent by the electric ﬁeld of the
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charge distribution PM (0K|r) and ε(iw) is the computed dielectric constant at imaginary
frequencies. Finally, the repulsion term is given as
Z
Grep = α
drP (r),
(5.56)
r∈C
/

where α is a constant deﬁned by properties of the solvent, P (r) is the solute electron charge
distribution and C is the cavity domain.

5.3.2

Discrete models

The discrete models can be divided basically in two categories depending on the treatment
of the solute: i) classical methods and ii) quantum mechanical (QM) methods where in
both cases, the solvent is described in terms of discrete particles.84 In the classical discrete
methods, the microscopic description of the solute and the solvent and their intermolecular interactions is evaluated by a force-ﬁeld, which has diﬀerent energy terms for bonded
(stretching, bending, torsion) and non-bonded (electrostatic, van der Waals) interactions.
These terms adopt very simple expressions, which allow an easy evaluation of the potential
energy of the system. Two well-known methods, called Monte Carlo (MC) and Molecular Dynamics (MD), are included in this class of discrete models.88 The sampling of the
solute-solvent conﬁgurational space by MD is performed from the trajectories determined
by integration of the equations of motion, which can be performed following the Newton,
Lagrange or Hamiltonian formalisms. MC samplings are obtained from the application of
Boltzmann probabilistic rules to a very large set of randomly selected conﬁgurations. In
principle, MD and MC samplings should be identical for inﬁnite simulations if the system
is in equilibrium. Regarding the quantum discrete methods, they can still be grouped into
two categories depending on whether a classical or QM evaluation is used in the description
of the solvent. The methods which combine the QM treatment of the solute with a classical
treatment of the solvent employ a classical force ﬁeld to represent the solvent interaction.
The total Hamiltonian of the solute-solvent system is decomposed into three terms,
Ĥ ef = Ĥ M M + Ĥ QM + Ĥ QM/M M

(5.57)

where, Ĥ M M is a Hamiltonian for the intramolecular solute interactions, Ĥ QM is a classical
Hamiltonian for the solvent-solvent (intra and intermolecular) interactions and Ĥ QM/M M is
a coupling term to account for the solute-solvent interactions (QM/MM). These methods
are often known as hybrid quantum mechanical /mechanical molecular (QM/MM) methods
and both versions using Monte Carlo and Molecular dynamics to evaluate the classical part
of the systems can be found. Finally, the second model of quantum discrete methods treats
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all the molecules of the system of interest at the QM level. The hybrid Car Parrinello
molecular dynamics method has been used in this thesis and will be therefore described in
more detail in the next section.
Car Parrinello molecular dynamics method
The Car Parrinello molecular dynamics method uses the uniﬁed approach of molecular
dynamics and Density-Functional theory. This method computes ground-state electronic
properties of large disordered systems at a level of state-of-the-art electronic structure calculations and performs ab initio MD simulations where the only assumptions are the validity of classical mechanics to describe the ionic motion and the Born-Oppenheimer (BO)
approximation to separate nuclear and electronic coordinates.89 Following the Kohn and
Sham (KS) formalism, the electron density is written in terms of occupied single-particle
orthonormal orbitals,
X
n(r) =
|φ(r)|2 .
(5.58)
i

A point of the BO potential energy surface is given by the minimum with respect to the
φi (r) of the energy functional,
XZ
d3 rψ ∗ (r)[−(h̄2 /2m)∇2 ]ψ(r) + U [n(r), {RI }, {αv }]. (5.59)
E[{ψi }, {RI }, {αv }] =
i

Ω

Here {RI } indicates the nuclear coordinates and {αv } are all the possible external constraints imposed on the system, like the volume Ω, the strain ǫµv , etc. The functional U
contains the internuclear Coulomb repulsion and the eﬀective electronic potential energy,
including external nuclear, Hartree, and exchange and correlation contributions. A diﬀerent
approach is adopted concerning the convectional formulation for the minimization of the
energy functional. This approach, known as ”dynamical simulated annealing”, is useful as
a minimization procedure and allows the study of ﬁnite temperature properties. The parameters {ψi }, {RI } and {αv } in the above energy-function equation are considered to be
dependent on time. The Lagrangian
X1 Z
X1
X1
L=
µ d3 r|ψi |2 +
MI RI2 +
µv αv2 − E[{ψi }, {RI }, {αv }].
(5.60)
2 Ω
2
2
v
i
I
where the ψi is introduced, are subject to the holonomic constraints
Z
d3 rψi∗ (r, t)ψj (r, t) = δij .
Ω

(5.61)
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In Eq. 5.63 the dot indicates a time derivative, MI are the physical ionic masses, and µ and
µv are arbitrary parameters of appropriate units. The Lagrangian in Eq. 5.63 generates a
dynamics for the parameters {ψi }’s, {RI }’s and {αv }’s through the equations of motion:
µψ̈i (r, t) = −δE/δψi∗ (r, t)ψj (r, t) +

X

Λik ψk (r, t)

(5.62)

ik

MI R̈I = −∇RI E,

(5.63)

µv α̈v = −(∂E/∂αv ),

(5.64)

where Λik are Lagrange multipliers introduced in order to satisfy the constrains in Eq. 5.64.
The ion dynamics in Eqs. 5.65-5.67 may have a real physical meaning, whereas the dynamics
associated with the {ψi }’s and the {αv }’s is ﬁctitious and has to be considered only as a
tool to perform the dynamical simulated annealing.
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Chapter 6
Summary of Papers
The present thesis encloses applications of the DFT methods developed by our research
group for the evaluation of visible near infrared absorption spectrum and EPR spectral parameters of copper(II) molecular systems. The subject of the ﬁrst two papers is to study
the ﬁrst solvation shell of copper(II) ion in aqueous solution, which was described in these
investigations by using diﬀerent supermolecule models of water molecules around the copper(II) ion, as shown in Fig. 6.1. The EPR parameter results are investigated in paper
I, while the visible near-infrared electronic transitions were investigated in paper II. The
Copper(II) Acetylacetonate complex, Cu(acac)2 (Fig. 6.2) was investigated in paper III
and paper IV. The determination and assignment of the visible electronic absorption tran-

Four-Fold coordination

Five-Fold Coordination

Six-Fold coordination

Figure 6.1: Supermolecular models of the ﬁrst solvation shell of copper(II) in water.
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sitions as well as the spin orbit correction for these transitions of Copper(II) Acetylacetonate
was evaluated in paper III. The solvent eﬀect on the optical and magnetic properties of
Cu(acac)2 complex was studied in paper IV in order to evaluate the solvatocromic shift due
to the closest solvent molecules around the copper(II) complexes. In paper V, an accurate
treatment of spin polarization eﬀects in molecular properties is presented. Finally, a new
approach for the evaluation of the leading-order relativistic corrections to the electronic g
tensors of molecules with a doublet ground state is presented in paper VI. Overall, the
performance of the DFT response implementation in the calculation of optical and magnetic properties proved to be satisfactory, giving rise to accurate results for most problems
investigated in this work.
In Paper I we report density functional theory calculations of the electronic g tensor and
hyperﬁne coupling constants of the copper dication in sixfold- and ﬁvefold-coordination models of the ﬁrst aqueous solvation sphere. The obtained results indicate that the electronic
g tensor of these copper complexes can in principle be used to elucidate the coordination
environment of the hydrated copper dication. This is not found to be the case for the copper

C

C

r’
C

C

O

C

r

Cu

C

C

O

O

O

α
C

β

C

C

Figure 6.2: The Copper(II) Acetylacetonate complex.
hyperﬁne coupling constants, i.e. they can not be used for determination of the coordination
of hydrated copper dications. Overall, the electronic g tensor favors the ﬁve-fold coordina-
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tion of copper(II) ion in aqueous solution, while the hyperﬁne coupling constants contradict
this ﬁnding, favoring the six-fold coordination. This can be attributed to shortcomings of
the methodology which neglects vibrational and environmental eﬀects. In addition to these
results, we have designed a methodology for the accurate evaluation of the electronic g tensors and hyperﬁne coupling tensors in copper complexes, and demonstrate the applicability
of this approach to copper dication aqua complexes.

4

Oscillator strength ( x 10 )

In Paper II we investigate the visible near-infrared absorption spectra of the copper(II)
aqua complexes, speciﬁcally the [Cu(H2 O)n 2+ ] n= 4, 5, 6, systems. We have performed
Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics simulations at ambient conditions for four-, ﬁve- and
six-coordinated Cu(II) aqua complexes. The obtained results show that each Cu(II) aqua
system gives rise to a particular spectral pattern for every solvation models investigated
(Fig. 6.3), where both positions and intensities of the d → d electronic transitions can be
used to characterize the coordination environment of the hydrated Cu(II) ion. The near
infrared electronic transition plays a decisive role in characterization of the ﬁve- and sixcoordinate copper(II) aqua complexes and can be used to monitor the axial bond lengths
in these complexes. Based on comparisons with experimental results available, B3LYP
results favor the distorted ﬁvefold-coordination arrangement for the molecular structure of
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Figure 6.3: The computed visible near-infrared simulated
spectra of aqua copper(II) complexes.
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the Cu(II) ion in aqueous solution.
In Paper III we report the visible absorption spectra of the Copper(II) Acetylacetonate
complex, Cu(acac)2 . The spin-restricted open-shell density functional linear response (DFTLR) formalism was employed to evaluate the electronic transitions in the visible region.
The absorption transitions and the spin-orbit coupling eﬀect on the splitting of d-orbitals
were investigated. The B3LYP calculations provide a consistent prediction of the 3d − 3d
excitation energies and the ordering of d-orbitals, compared to experimental data available.
Our results indicate also a failure of the crystal-ﬁeld theory which predicts the d-ordering
of Cu(acac)2 . The spin-orbit coupling corrections show only additional contribution to the
3d − 3d splittings, as compared to the ligand ﬁeld eﬀect, which proved to be the main factor
to the energy splittings of the d-orbitals of Cu(acac)2 .
In Paper IV solvent eﬀects on the visible near infrared absorption spectrum and the EPR
parameters of Cu(acac)2 were evaluated at the density functional theory level employing the
supermolecule model. The eﬀect of the solvent basicity is analysed. We observed that the
supermolecule model shows to be quite eﬃcient to describe the solvent eﬀects on the optical
and magnetic properties of the copper(II) molecular complexes. This feature is largely due to
the fact that a direct and speciﬁc interaction is expected to take place in copper(II) systems,
thus providing the major contribution of the solvent-solute interaction. The performance
of the DFT response implementation in the calculation of optical and magnetic properties
proved to be satisfactory, giving rise to accurate results for the most problems investigated
in this work. The optical spectrum as well as the EPR parameters show a strong dependence
on the coordination environment around the copper complex. A high solvatocromic eﬀect
is predicted for the 3d − 3d transitions, showing that the coordination of the solvent at the
axial position of Cu(acac)2 is the main factor that inﬂuences the positions of the d-orbitals
of Cu(acac)2 . Compared to the electronic g tensor, the hyperﬁne coupling constants of the
Cu(acac)2 complex show a more pronounced dependence on the eﬀect of base strength.
In Paper V, an approach developed by our group is used to formulate new schemes for
computation of the electronic g tensors and hyperﬁne coupling constants, which include
spin polarization eﬀects within the framework of spin restricted Kohn-Sham theory. The
proposed computational schemes are used to study the spin polarization eﬀects on electron
paramagnetic resonance spin Hamiltonian parameters of square planar copper complexes.
Obtained results indicate that spin polarization gives rise to sizable contributions to the
hyperﬁne coupling tensor of copper in all investigated complexes, while the electronic g
tensor of these complexes are only marginally aﬀected by spin polarization and other factors,
like choice of exchange–correlation functional or molecular structures, which have more
pronounced impact on the accuracy of the results.
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In Paper VI, we evaluate the leading-order relativistic corrections to the electronic g tensors
of molecules with a doublet ground state. This approach has been implemented in the
framework of spin-restricted density functional theory and is in the present paper, as a ﬁrst
illustration of the theory, applied to study relativistic eﬀects on the electronic g tensors
of dihalogen anion radicals X−
2 (X=F, Cl, Br, I). The results indicate that the spin–orbit
interaction is responsible for the large parallel component of the g tensor shift of Br−
2 and
−
I2 , and furthermore that both the leading-order scalar relativistic and spin–orbit corrections
are of minor importance for the perpendicular component of the g tensor in these molecules
since they eﬀectively cancel each other.
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